BK1 $6.95
Egg Decoration
Instructions on How to do Eggs
Includes 8 Projects, Great for Beginners
36 Pages

BK2 $20.95
The Wonderful World of Eggery
How-to Techniques including Illustrating, Marking & Cutting.
Excellent for Beginners 78 Pages

BK3 $20.95
The Wonderful World of Eggery II
Instructions on Advanced Techniques 80 Pages

BK4 $23.00
Eggshell Artistry Book I
Egg Techniques from the Australian Perspective
34 Beginner Projects
56 Pages

BK5 $31.20
Eggshell Artistry Book II
Designs for Emu, Rhea and Ostrich eggs
26 Color Photos
Great for beginners
88 Pages

BK6 $27.35
Exquisite Eggs
Published by the Victorian Egg Decorators Guild of Australia
Includes 50 Ideas
45 Pages with 56 Color Photos
**BK7** $27.35  
*More Exquisite Eggs*  
2nd Book Published by the Victorian Egg Decorators Guild of Australia  
47 Pages of Color Photos

**BK8** $35.00  
*A Truly Beautiful Book*  
179 Color Photos only of Eggs  
No Instructions  
48+ Pages

**BK10** $35.00  
*Decorated Eggs Throughout The House*  
Delightful book with many photos and designs  
Ideas for displaying eggs  
Lots of Tips  
144 pages

**BK12** $35.00  
*Egg Art*  
40 Pages of elaborate color photos  
Egg designs by Atsuko Murasawa of Japan
Instructions

Past Instructions from Eggs by Russ $10.00 each
(Includes color photos and detailed step by step instructions to complete your project)

“Deer Sleigh Fantasy”

“The Armada”

“Victorian Hurricane Lamp”

“Keepsake Ornament”

“Set of 3 Cherub Eggs”

“Victorian Teapot Surprise”

“Hooray for Hollywood”

“Silver Jubilee”

“Checkmate”

NO DISCOUNT THIS PAGE
Instructions
Past Instructions from Eggs by Russ $10.00 ea.
(includes color photos and detailed step by step instructions
to complete your project)

“Snowland Deer”

“Victorian Ornament Trio”

“Anniversary Moments”

“Arctic Kingdom”

“Twilight at Deer Lake Cottage”

“Chickadee Surprise”

“Time for Tea”

“Candyland”

“Bear Beer Stein”